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Lamb is a superversatile red meatyou can go with classic Middle Eastern flavors or spice things up with some
Latin American heat. NEVER MISS A RECIPE Signup for our Newsletter to receive Weekly Highlights
Recommendations and. Accompany your dinner with yummy sides like green bean casserole sweet potato
gratin sautéed brussels sprouts and butternut squash holiday side dishes quick and easy dinner side dishes
such as vegetable side dish recipes side salad recipes easy potato side dishes or seasonal side dishes.
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These recipes put side dishes in the spotlight. habanerolime butter grilled salmon and chicken well. Wouldnt
you be shocked? Not to mention disappointed. The fish sauce gives it a wonderful depth of flavor without
much effort. Taste of Home. So dont hold backpile em high with buttery mashed potatoes roasted chestnuts
and maybe some. It happens all the time. Watermelon Tomato Salad with Cumin . Side dishes tend to be

thought of as supporting artists but if you get them right it can transform your meal into an ensemble piece.
Charred sweetcorn salsa. It is a refreshing change to the rice or potato side dish and everyone always loves it.
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